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The purpose of measuring 
diffuseness

● Dutch weather conditions provide lots of diffuse light
● Performance of the Copper Indium Gallium Selenide 

(CIGS) solar cell
● Claims that they work better under low light and 

under diffuse light, which is true?



The purpose of measuring 
diffuseness
● The overall light-to-electric energy conversion 

yield is 7.1-7.9% in simulated solar light and 12% 
in diffuse daylight.

O’regan, B., & Grfitzeli, M. (1991). A low-cost, 
high-efficiency solar cell based on dye-sensitized. 
nature, 353(6346), 737-740.
● “Up to 25% * more energy output at low light 

levels.”
heliatek.com



Definitions of diffuseness

● Direct light vs. diffuse light
○ Direct: one source, sharp shadows
○ Hemispherically diffuse: equal light 

intensity from whole sky, no 
shadows

○ Totally diffuse: light scattering from 
all angles,  snowy surface and 
cloudy sky



Machines for measuring diffuseness

Solys 2 sun tracker 
from Kipp & Zonen

The Cube from lighting 
science described in [1]

[1] Light diffuseness metric, Part2: Describing, measuring and visualising the lightflow and             
diffuseness in three-dimensional spaces L Xia MSca, SC Pont PhDa and I Heynderickx PhDb.



Solys 2
Pros
● Precisely blocks 

direct sunlight
● Instantaneous 

measurements
● Scientifically 

approved
Cons 
● Costs around €10.000

How it works



The Cube

Pro
● Materials cost 

around €100
Pro/con
● DIY construction

Unknown 
● Reliability of 

measurements
● Influence of turning

How it works

● Measures light 
intensity (lux) on 
each side

● Compute difference 
of opposing sides

● Diffuseness 
calculated with 
Cuttle’s ratio [1]

[1] Light diffuseness metric, Part2: Describing, measuring and visualising the lightflow and             
diffuseness in three-dimensional spaces L Xia MSca, SC Pont PhDa and I Heynderickx PhDb.





To test 
the cube



Data 
corruption 
after 1.5 
days
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Conclusions

● Cube and Solys data correlate except 
when the sun is low

● Turning the cube under diffuse light 
gives a maximum difference of 0.03 in 
diffuseness
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